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As a condition of gaining planning permission from Salford City Council (to explore and perhaps 
extract Coal Bed Methane on a site at Barton Moss) iGas Energy had to engage with the local 
community and, as a result, a Community Liaison Group (the “CLG”) was formed. On 12

th
 May 2010, 

iGas held a public exhibition at Boysnope Park Golf Club to describe their plans and visitors to the 
exhibition were asked to consider becoming a stakeholder and attend regular meetings of the CLG.  
 
The first meeting of Barton Moss Community Liaison Group took place on 15

th
 June 2011 at the 

golf club and terms of reference were agreed. The CLG would comprise around 17 people in total, to 
enable the group to be manageable and productive. Representatives and stakeholders would be 
welcomed from local bodies and groups:- i.e. Salford City Council, Irlam & Cadishead Community 
Committee, Eccles Community  Committee, education providers, local residents, businesses and 
other neighbourhood groups. The remit of the CLG was intended to provide two-way dialogue 
between iGas Energy and the community local to the Barton Moss site. 
 
Since the exploratory drilling commenced and the protesters arrived, it was decided to invite 
additional stakeholders to attend the CLG meetings. At the last two meetings there have been around 
30 local stakeholders in attendance.  
 
During the last meeting of the CLG, held on 15

th
 January 2013, a Chief Superintendent of Greater 

Manchester Police, a director of Peel Environmental (land owners), local councillors and senior 
representatives from iGas Energy were questioned and challenged by many of the local stakeholders 
present; a continuous story of the adverse effects on the daily lives of local people was described. 
 
It was decided to try to inform the wider public of the daily difficulties being faced by other businesses 
and residents on Barton Moss, who are themselves affected by iGas drilling activities and the actions 
of the protesters who are camped along Barton Moss Road. It is clear that some of the protesters are 
no longer confining themselves to peaceful protest against the iGas activity but have now started to 
disrupt the lives of many people whose environment they say they are protecting and on whose behalf 
they claim to be protesting. 
 
The CLG heard from people whose businesses are being disrupted, with customers, suppliers, staff 
and family life being affected, with the inevitable consequences of lost orders, cancelled or late 
deliveries, loss of productivity and employees unable to arrive to work on time to earn their living.  
 
Several residents on Barton Moss Road and nearby feel like prisoners in their own homes, with 
regular iGas convoys of HGV's moving back and forth almost every day and some protesters 
disrupting residents and verbally abusing them or their customers for simply wanting to go about their 
daily lives. There has been damage to private cars and to company vehicles from having to 
manoeuvre past obstacles, protesters, the protest camp itself and police vehicles parked along 
hedgerows. There were other accounts given of threatening behaviour and targeted disruption of 
every-day business activities by some of those people who say they are peaceful protesters, 
protesting in our communities name and with our blessing. 
   
The CLG represented by its Chairman, Chris Williams, thinks that (with the escalation of the protest, 
and the subsequent impact it is having on the Barton Moss community as a whole, far outside of 
iGas) we need to ask the protesters to show more consideration to their neighbours or leave the 
neighbourhood.   
 

END 
 
Editor’s Note: CLG Chairman, Chris Williams, can be contacted at chris.williamscilabour@hotmail.co.uk 

or by mobile phone on; 07425 011662. 
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